Research collaboration plays an important role in scientific productivity and academic innovation. Multiinstitutional 
Introduction
Multi-institutional collaboration enhances the productivity and innovation of scientific research. Collaboration has been quickly changing the organization structure and research strategy of the biomedical research community [1] [2] [3] . Research collaboration network is a special type of social network within scientific communities. There has been a growing interest in analyzing the characteristics of collaboration network among research institutions. This creates an increasing need to evaluate the collaboration quality using network analysis methods 4 . Understanding the collaborative relationships among researchers and their affiliated institutions can help identify important networkbased resources, such as leading members, rising personal, and strategic research clusters. Furthermore, collaboration network analysis can support the assessment and evaluation of research activity and productivity.
In biomedical science, organizations and leaders are also increasingly aware of the import roles of collaboration. Hence, developing efficient methods to objectively evaluate research collaboration becomes an important topic 5 . There have been many initiatives to develop new methods and theories for social network analysis (SNA) [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, little work has been done to implement an efficient method for analyzing multi-institutional research collaboration network. In this paper we share our experience in developing a pipeline for research collaboration analysis 10 , which not only provides quantitative measurement for decision-making, but also enables intuitive visualization of the key collaboration characteristics. The proposed framework uses co-authorship on scientific publications to generate a research network for collaboration analysis. The method is applied to analyzing the research collaboration of the Cleveland Clinical and Translational Science Collaborative (CTSC). The CTSC is among the early consortiums receiving NIH funding for the CTSA award 2 . The CTSC has been actively building collaborative infrastructure to support clinical and translational research for the five affiliated institutions, including Case Western School of Medicine (Case), Cleveland Clinic Foundation (CCF), University Hospital (UH), Metro Health, and Louis Stroke VA Medical Center.
In the next section, we describe the proposed method for transforming research publications to structured data sets for network analysis, followed by Results, Analysis and Discussions.
Method
The overall components and steps of the framework are illustrated in Figure 1 . Our pipeline consists of four stages of information processing. The first stage "Information Extraction" (Figure 1 ) focuses on identifying relevant research documents and extracting author activities. A variety of documents can be used for research network analysis. Each type represents a specific aspect of collaborative activity. For example, multi-PI grant proposals indicate the sharing of complementary expertise and skills; clinical trial protocols show the collaboration on research project management; and publications reveal the co-authorship and imply the share of research responsibility and outcome. In this paper, we demonstrate the construction of a social network from the co-authorship data based on scientific publications. We extract co-authorship data from affiliated research publications. Publication datasets are typically inexpensive and widely available to almost all research institutions, hence they are selected for this study. 
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Figure 1: Systematic Research Network Generation
The second stage is "Mapping and Filtering," which focuses on preparing the extracted data for analysis. The documents retrieved from the first step normally contain information that is not relevant to network analysis. For example, non-affiliated researchers need to be filtered out. The best practice is to align the extracted researcher names with a membership database. In the alignment process, the names of the researchers will be disambiguated and mapped to their corresponding profile in the membership database, such as department, specialty. If a formal membership database does not exist, the process of disambiguation and profile alignment could be more challenging. Several prior studies proposed alternative methods for research profile alignment 11, 12 . Another common filter is to limit the range of activities by specifying the year of publications or selecting a specific type of journals.
In the third stage, the social network is constructed and stored in a computable format. The previous filtering process results in two distinct types of data: the research profiles represent the entities of the research network, and the activity records (publications in our case) represent the relationships among the entities. Hence, it is essential to maintain the reference linkage of these two data sets during network construction. A researcher profile is represented as a "node" entity in the research network, while an activity record is transformed as one or more "edges" connecting the nodes. Two dataset tables are constructed and maintained for the nodes and edges respectively. A research collaboration network is then constructed by connecting the nodes (researchers) with their corresponding edges (collaboration activities). The constructed collaboration network can be used for quantitative analysis or rendered through visualization packages in the last step.
CTSC Research Network Construction
The publication data were extracted from SciVal Expert TM13 . An XML parser was developed to extract the author information from the publication list. Since we focused on research collaboration among CTSC members in this study, non-CTSC members were filtered out by matching the author names to the CTSC membership database. CTSC researchers were represented as network graph nodes with their profiles assigned. Using the co-authorship list of the publications, we generated a pairwise coauthor list, which were used as edges to connect the nodes. To illustrate the interactions among research institutions, nodes (researchers) were colored by the affiliated institutions (CCF, Case Medical School, UH, MetroHealth, and VA center). The rendering of such multi-dimensional information in a compact and intuitive way is a challenge. We address this challenge using the force-directed graph algorithm and the open-source visualization package called Gephi 14 . The nodes are clustered by the Fruchterman Reingold algorithm 15 to show the members' connectivity power and similarity.
Results and Analysis
Research Network Visualization 
Quantitative Analysis of Research Collaboration
To further quantify the growth of the CTSC research network across institutions, we analyzed the yearly percentage of cross-institutional collaborative publications and researchers. Table 1 shows the percentage of cross-institutional publications which were co-authored by researchers from two or more CTSC institutions. The publications are visualized as edges connecting the institutions in Figure 3 . Cross-institution publications increased steadily at a 2%-3% rate each year from 2008 to 2012. In total, the collaborative publications increased 8.6%. Figure 5 (Left) shows the growth rate each year. Table 2 shows researchers who collaboratively published papers with other researchers from a different CTSC institution. The cross-institutional collaborative researchers are visualized as nodes in Figure  3 . The result shows that the growth of collaborative researchers in CTSC was significant, from 24.9% to 61.1%. Figure 5 (Right) shows the total growth of researchers with collaborative publications. The results suggest that the CTSC is facilitating and promoting substantive research interactions among researchers from the affiliated institutions. 
Discussion
Many studies have discovered that a high level of research collaboration positively correlates with the quality and quantity of research outcomes [16] [17] [18] . An important strategic goal of the CTSA is to bridge the gap of biomedical research institutions, reduce barriers of communication 3 , and increase the efficiency of collaboration between basic science researcher, clinical scientist and practicing physician. Hence, research collaboration is a key indicator for assessing the performance of a CTSA institution. In this CTSC case study, the network analysis results show a clear increasing trend of collaboration among the affiliated researchers. The overall quantity of the published paper also increased except for 2012. This may due to the lag of currency of information provided by SciVal Expert TM .
Our network analysis pipeline provides an efficient method for evaluating cross-institutional collaborations. A bibliometric-based approached was used to extract co-authorship information for evaluating the collaboration. Although research publication co-authorship may not provide a comprehensive view of the collaboration process, it is still considered an effective and valuable information source for network analysis because of its advantages in availability and its faithful indication in research contribution [19] [20] [21] . In the biomedical research community, there are several ongoing efforts to build research networking tools and expert models to enable expertise discovery and research collaboration, such as Direct2Experts 4 , CTSAconnect 22 and VIVO 23 . These platforms could provide additional data sources (e.g. facility usage record, clinical trials information) for network analysis. Our method complements these initiatives to provide an effective and self-contained pipeline to visualize and analyze the growth of multi-intuitional research collaboration.
Limitation
First, in this study we focused on analyzing the growth of research collaboration of the CTSC using the extracted publication data. Although many researchers may have external collaboration, the analysis was limited within the five CTSC affiliated institutions. To expand the analysis, we are expanding the data collection to other CTSA consortiums and planning to perform a large-scale network analysis for the CTSA collaboration. Second, social network analysis methods can be applied to measure other aspects of collaboration, such as individual researcher impact, connection diversity, and clustering degree. In the limited scope of this paper, we shared our results on developing an effective pipeline that transforms publication data into a suitable form for analyze the growth of research collaboration. The application scenario is highly desirable to many research institutions 24 . Hence, we believe our work provides an implementation blueprint and offers insights into the workflow of research collaboration analysis. In future work, we will expand the framework to provide more modules to assess the quality of research collaboration, such as analyzing the correlation between collaboration network and research output.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a streamlined pipeline for constructing research networks for collaboration analysis. Our pipeline is shown to be effective in supporting multi-institutional research network visualization and analysis. The approach enabled us to perform an objective evaluation to the research collaboration among the CTSC members using SciVal Expert TM data of 2008 to 2012. The results indicate that the collaboration has grown substantially since the inception of the CTSC. Not only the number of scientific publications shows substantial growth, the collaboration across the five partner institutions of the CTSC has increased.
